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Abstract

This article gives a brief review of the computer codes used in the fuel management practice
at NPP Paks. The code package consist of the HELIOS neutron and gamma transport code for
preparation of few-group cross section library, the CERBER code to determine the optimal
core loading patterns and the C-PORCA code for detailed reactor physical analysis of
different reactor states. The last two programs have been developed at the NPP Paks.
HELIOS gives sturdy basis for our neutron physical calculation, CERBER and C-PORCA
programs have been enhanced in great extent for last years. Methods and models have become
more detailed and accurate as regards the calculated parameters and space resolution.
Introduction of a more advanced data handling algorithm arbitrary move of fuel assemblies
can be followed either in the reactor core or storage pool. The new interactive WINDOWS
applications allow easier and more reliable use of codes. All these computer code
developments made possible to handle and calculate new kind of fuels as profiled Russian and
BNFL fuel with burnable poison or to support the reliable reuse of fuel assemblies stored in
the storage pool. To extend thermo-hydraulic capability, with KFK1 contribution the COBRA
code will also be coupled to the system.

1. Introduction

The task of refuelling design and annual core analysis calculations for NPP Paks is supplied
by the staff of Reactor Physics Department since the lsl start-up of Paks units. The codes and
methods used for this purpose were continuously changed and developed. The code system
actually consists of partially licensed but mainly own developed computer codes. The
connection of different codes and its input-output data is shown on Fig. 1.

The central part of the picture — divided by broken line .from the rest - represents the C-
PORCA code and its input and output surface programs. This code is licensed and used
officially for the standard core design and analysis calculations. The CERBER code is for the
core reload pattern optimisation and for the planning cycle design of long-term operation.
HELIOS provides the few-group capture cross section libraries for C-PORCA 5.0 nodal and
pinwise calculation as well as simplified library of the CERBER calculation.
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2. HELIOS

NPP Paks bought the license of this code at the end of 1994. The NPP Paks specific features
of the HELIOS application are as follows :

HELIOS is used for two different purpose. First we generate few-group cross section libraries
for C-PORCA 2.0 and 5.0 model, for nodal and pinwise calculations respectively. On the
other hand HELIOS is widely used to test few-group calculation results. There are test options
of C-PORCA to calculate infinite lattice of assemblies to compare it with HELIOS one
assembly result. Complex structures such as VVER-440 core 30-degree sector also has been
calculated by HELIOS to validate C-PORCA results.

Using HELIOS code we determine few-group parameters not only for multiplying but non-
multiplying regions of core and surroundings. As an example Fig. 2. shows such a HELIOS
geometry : absorber surrounded by fuel

Pin-cells with different spectral position handled separately generating pinwise few-group
data. For a normal, non-profiled fuel e.g. corner, side and inner pins are distinguished. Such a
way it was possible to handle fine spectral effects even within the frame of 2-group diffusion
model.

3. CERBER

For the core reload pattern optimisation and for planning of fuel cycle strategy the CERBER
]code is used. This code was produced at NPP Paks originally in 1989 and coprvihuously
developed in accordance with the development of the computer technology. The way of
calculation and the main features of the earlier version of the code was already published in

In the last version the CERBER optimisation is based on 3-dimensional neutron-physical
model ( C-PORCA 2.0 version ) which is fast and accurate enough for the large number of
core calculations. There are lot of services added to the code such as re-application of burned
assemblies from the spent fuel pond, full cycle calculation, etc. In the last year a WINDOWS
surface ( Fig. 3 ) for the code is developed ( CERBER-BOSSY version) which provides a
really advanced facility for the refuelling calculations of NPP Paks. The CERBER uses the
same data and burn-up library structure as C-PORCA 5.0, so the calculation of two codes can
be easily combined.

4. C-PORCA

General outline

At the Paks NPP the C-PORCA [ 3 ] program is used as a basic tool for steady state reactor
core analyses. The initial idea of development of a stationer core design code arose at the
reactor physical department of NPP Paks in late eighties when it turned out that the Russian
code for the same purpose had relatively high uncertainty in its results. The C-PORCA code,
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which has been fully developed by physicists of the NPP Paks has gone through several
stages during its development and now the version 5.0 is used.

This program basis on the two-group neutron diffusion theory in compliance with widely
accepted approach of loading pattern design codes in nuclear reactor practice. The
mathematical model of the code uses the reasonable combination of well-known finite
difference and finite element methods. Application of finite element method in radial
direction over fuel assemblies allowed us to extend the spatial resolution easily as far as the
fuel pin.

The investigated VVER-440 reactor core in calculations is divided into homogenous
hexagonal space elements. These hexagons can mean an axial slice either of a fuel assembly,
called node, or a fuel pin. In the finest available spatial resolution of the current version of the
code is a 12.5-cm long homogenous hexagon around a fuel pin.

Two-group diffusion equations are solved over this geometry assuming that the neutron
physical characteristics of all homogenous parts of the core are known. For this purpose the
C-PORCA has a few-group neutron cross section library, where all important neutron
reactions, which can influence the accuracy of the code are taken into account. Some
extended part of the reactor core, like reflector regions and absorber rods, are also considered
as material, with which neutrons interact so these areas have few-group cross sections too.

The few-group cross sections in the library depend on the moderator and fuel temperature,
the burn-up and the concentration of the considered isotopes. The library is prepared with the
help of very accurate neutron transport calculations prior to the real core analysis, where all
possible future states of the fuel, moderator and other material inside the reactor core are
taken into consideration. The C-PORCA code has both assemblywise and pinwise few-group
cross section libraries for cold and hot reactor states.

The results of analyses carried out by C-PORCA can give the quantity description of the
reactor core even at the loading pattern design phase and are comparable with in-core
measurements during the operation. The most important parameters can be calculated by the
program are as follow (the given accuracy of listed parameters means l a value):
• Parameters of a critical state: boric acid concentration (uncertainty:±0.15g/kg), control rod

position
• Neutron flux and energy release in space elements (uncertainty of normalised assembly

power: 2.5%, normalised node power. 4% , normalised pin power inside an assembly:
2.5%)

• Linear heat rate distribution in conjunction with the spatial discretisation (uncertainty: 13
W/cm)

• Sub-channel outlet temperature (uncertainty:2.5C)
• Calculation of fuel bum-up and changes in concentrations of some isotopes
• Xenon process calculations
» Prediction of self power neutron detector current and depletion for the in-core monitoring

system (uncertainty:3.5%)

Some main features distinguishing C-PORCA from other similar codes are as follows:
• Applied mathematical model gives the possibility of easy extension of the space

resolution as far as the pinwise calculation.
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• A detailed and reliable few-group cross section library used for the code is based on
accurate and flexible transport calculations.

• The introduced extension of the calculated area toward the radial reflector and control rod
could help to increase the accuracy of the code next to these very inhomogeneous regions.

V& V Results of C-PORCA

To ensure the safe and reliable application of C-PORCA program several tests and
supervising have been fulfilled to validate it. Some main points of this procedure are as
follow:
• Full scale and step by step investigation of the modules and routines from which the

program is compiled.
• Comparisons against reference benchmark calculations to check the mathematical model

capability.
• Comparisons against HELIOS transport calculations in very detailed and realistic two-

dimensional geometry in order to determine the accuracy of pinwise distributions.
• MCNP Monte-Carlo reference calculation was used to validate C-PORCA model at the

vicinity of absorber and absorber-follower transient volumes.
• Using in-core and start-up measurements as references in validation of assemblywise,

nodewise distributions and critical parameters.
• Calculation of several benchmarks in order to determine the accuracy of other parameters

likes control rod worth and boric acid efficiency.

Refuelling operations and data handling

The 5.0 version of C-PORCA code includes developed data handling as well as renewed
refuelling option. All reactor state are unambiguously identified, the data are grouped into
relevant data sets. On the base of identifiers output data are stored in special database file
providing fast access and easy selection for further evaluation. The refuelling handling part of
the new code makes possible all possible operations of fuel : symmetric movements,
assembly rotations, single movement of assemblies, insertion of fresh absorbers and SPND-s,
fixing of factory numbers. Burned fuels from previous reactor states can be easily handled and
used in any refuelling calculation.

Input-output surface of the code

In the last year WINDOWS-based input and output surfaces were developed. The BEA input
manager is made to create, display, modify and check the C-PORCA input data in advanced
helpful and intelligent way. Using this the assembling of even complicated inputs are much
easier and reliable. Fig. 4 shows on example of the display of BEA. The output manager (
called C-COW) is able to select data from the output file and displays them according to users
requirement. Using this code all important assembywise, pinwise and global data can be
examined in form of maps or analysed its time dependence ( see Fig. 5) . Using the output
database and data handling routines of C-COW code the completely automated evaluation of
safety analysis report of cycles are produced.
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5. COBRA

In the nearest future COBRA code will be attached to the system. C-PORCA 5.0 also has a
simplified hydraulic model to calculate subchanel outlet temperatures for static reactor states.
In order to provide opportunity of more detailed and exact thermo-hydraulic studies the
COBRA code is to be attached into system. The coupling of codes in fact has already
finished, and the verification of COBRA is going on at K.FKI Budapest.

6. Summary

The core design and fuel management programmes of NPP Pales are organised into a compact
code system. HELIOS serves as strong and reliable base for the system not only for actual
but for any imaginable VVER fuel. CERBER with accurate 3D neutron-physical calculations
and modern WINDOWS surface is useful tool of reload pattern optimisation. C-PORCA
algorithm with successful mathematical models and detailed verification and validation have
proved its usefulness for the complex analysis of VVER-440 reloads. The services of the code
make possible to follow any kind of operation of Paks units. Application of BEA input
surface is an easy way to form reliable inputs, the C-COW output to display and check it. The
data handling solutions provide safe and easy management of I/O data, help to avoid mistakes
during the every-day work. The reload designs work of NPP Paks was successful in last 60
cycles of 4 units. The developed codes made possible to handle and calculate new kind of
fuels as profiled Russian and BNFL fuel with burnable poison or to support the safe reuse of
fuel assemblies stored in the spent fuel pond. The coherent system of connected codes provide
the opportunity to meet the latest QA criteria and continue our reliable work looking forward
new fuel types and refuelling strategies. __••-•
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Fig. 1.
Computer code system for the NPP Paks core design calculations
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Fig. 2.
Geometry for HELIOS calculation : absorber surrounded by fuel

Fig. 3.
The BOSSY WINDOWS surface for CERBER calculations



Fig 4.
The BEA input surface for the preparation of C-PORCA 5.0 input data

Fig. 5.
Evaluation of C-PORCA results using C-COW output surface



Information of AER working group A on improvement extension and
validation of parametrized few-group libraries for WER-440

and VVER-1000

J.Svarny
SKODA JS a.s., Orlik 266, 31606 Plzen

Czech Republic

The AER Working Groups A&B held their joint tenth meeting at SKODA JS a.s.,
Plzen, May 21-22, 2001. There were altogether 13 participants from 6 member organizations
and with 8 presentations. List of participants is given in attachment.

Main topic of the meeting WG A:

1. Continuation in benchmark comparisons
2. Extension libraries
3. Upgrade present libraries

During the meeting were presented papers and information to the above topics:

According WG A recommendation a new benchmark for WER440 fuel with Gd was
presented on the 10-th Symposium in Moscow. The first results of this, benchmark
comparisons between three organizations (KI - code TVS, Energoprojekt - code Helios and
SKODA JS a.s. - code WIMS) were presented on WGA meeting by P.Mikolas. Good
agreement between this codes was observed. It was found that namely for FA with Gd
burnuble absorber the results depends on the chosen code options like time step at burnup,
number of energy groups, geometrical subdivision of fuel and moderator.

The first results with Mikolas Gd test were separately presented by P.Darilek. Two
similar FA models utilized at HELIOS code were presented. Good agreement was shown for
most of parameters. Differences in microscopic cross section libraries of HELIOS and WIMS
codes were found.

The present status of parametrization code APRO was presented by K.Vlachovsky.
Together with code tailoring to a new computational system, more comprehensive code
changes have been implemented, which enable data for diffusion calculation and boundary
conditions approximation as much as possible.

Problems with gamma matrix boundary conditions for coupler structures of control FA
in comparison with Monte Carlo calculations were reviewed by J.Svarny.
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Proposed future WG A activity :

- continuation in benchmark comparisons

- extension of libraries (new libraries with Gd burnuble absorber)

- upgrade libraries (spectral effects, cold states)
* During the meeting was organized a technical visit to the production hall of spent fuel

casks in SKODA.
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